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ABSTRACT
Food deserts are an increasing
issue in the United States.
Low-income areas within cities
have little economic incentives
for grocery stores, leaving the
residence with little to no
access to healthy foods.
Schools within these food
deserts have the ability to
provide members of the lowincome communities with
these healthy foods. These
foods can be sustainably
grown with rainwater
harvesting design and
implementation. Tucson
Arizona and its food desert
locations were the focus area
of this study. After generating
the data on how much
rainwater each school was
able to collect in a given year,
the amount of potential food
produced was calculated for
each school. The data and
report provide the foundation
for schools to build their
rainwater harvesting and
community farming programs
upon. The results suggest that
every school has the potential
to at least supplement their
daily diets with healthy foods
grown on campus and
watered with a sustainable
source.
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Introduction
With urban sprawl increasing in the United States, people are living farther away from the
center of cities than ever before. This method of urban growth requires grocery stores and markets to
build new facilities where the new developments are located. It is the low-income neighborhoods in
cities that are the ones that are underserved when it comes to access to grocery stores and healthy
fresh foods. Because of this, there are unique complications that large supermarket chains have to
consider before building in the low-income zones. For example, large chain supermarkets will see large
spikes of business in the beginning of the month when food stamps are distributed and then business
will be slow for the rest of the month (AP, 2015). Security and Insurance can be costlier in these lower
income areas as well (AP, 2015). When most grocery stores are relying on a small 1 to 2% profit margin,
these complications effect business greatly. Economic sustainability is important for all business owners,
so when stores are looking for locations they are going to choose the location that is profitable. This
creates a zone within the city that is known as a food desert. “Food deserts are defined as parts of the
country vapid of fresh fruit, vegetables, and other healthful whole foods, usually found in impoverished
areas. This is largely due to a lack of grocery stores, farmers’ markets, and healthy food providers”
(USDA, 2010). Approximately 23.5 million people in the U.S live in a food desert, according to the USDA.
(USDA, 2015) “Food deserts are based on the geographic units of census tracts with two criteria, lowincome and low access. Low access being any person who lives farther than 1 mile of any supermarket in
urban areas” (Tong, 2016).
How can we solve this problem? One solution is to look at alternative ways to provide healthy
foods like vegetables and fruits to the food desert zones. This can be accomplished by bringing farmers
markets into an area, but again the farmers rely on a certain amount of income, which leads to farmers
market locations in wealthier areas of town. One possible solution has locations in every area of the city,
in the wealthy areas but also in the poor. Public schools are provided by the government through taxes
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and make it available for every single child in the United States to get an education, free of cost. Because
of this, states and cities must provide enough schools for the kids to have relatively easy access. The
Tucson Arizona metropolitan area has a total of 16 districts and 227 schools within those districts

Figure 1. School Distribution within Food Deserts

(National Center for Education
Statistics, 2014). The average
enrolment of students per district Is
9,010. (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2014) Based on this data,
there are about 144,160 students who
are enrolled in schools within the
Tucson metro area. With 41 of these
schools being located within food

deserts, a solution can be drawn by providing the kids attending these schools with healthy foods grown
right on campus.
Providing healthy and nutritious foods to kids can help build good habits at a young age, which
prevents obesity later on. These foods can be produced directly on campus by collecting rainwater for
irrigation. Allowing each school to provide their own water source by collecting the rain from the large
roof surface area that most schools have. Quantities of vegetables, fruits, and meats can be calculated
based on the amount of water each product needs to grow and comparing it to the amount of harvested
rainwater that each school can collect over an average year. An in-depth analysis will be conducted on
the design and calculations of Rainwater Harvesting Systems at each school within the food deserts of
the Tucson Metro area. This includes the design of the system, the purification and decontamination of
the harvested rainwater, and the production of healthy foods in each school. For every school there
needs to be a design schematic for rainwater harvesting and a cost analysis for the project. Health
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standards for water quality need to be closely observed and controlled to be able to use the harvested
rainwater for food consumption. Finally, a detailed log of how much food can be produced at each
school, how much space will be needed to produce that food and how many students that food can feed
will be created.
This essay is not intended to design a rainwater harvesting system for every school inside the
food deserts of Tucson, but merely to set the foundational principals of “Blue Design” for future
projects.

Literature Review
The design of water harvesting systems are quite simple and have been used to irrigate plants
and agriculture for centuries. While the overall schematic of a Rainwater Harvesting (RWH) System is
simple, it begins to get more complicated when you use the water for consumption or production of
foods. Health codes must be met, especially when you are working with children. RWH can be broken
down into a few steps that eventually will lead to a fully constructed system. It first starts with catching
the rainwater, then storing that water, eventually leading to filtering or treating the water, and finally
leading to the application of the water, whether it be in a house, or outside in a garden or yard. Out of
all of these steps, the water storage can be the most expensive part of the system (Gould, 2015). Usually
constructed from metal, plastic or cement, these tanks can get larger than 100m3. All of these materials
can get costly, but if a storage system is incorporated into the initial design of a building and making it
apart of the buildings structure, it becomes possible to make substantial savings. (Gould, 2015) With
limited surface area in a yard or school property, underground storage tanks provide felxibility of space
and are usually cheaper per unit volume than surface tanks (Gould, 2015).
Every school that is located within the food deserts of Tucson Arizona, will need to be able to
understand the annual rainfall in their location, the roof area on which they will collect the rain from,
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how efficient their buildings can catch rain, and finally how much food they can produce from the
rainwater. After understanding the average rainfall in inches that hits a given location in a years time, a
calculation can be made to estimate the amount of water a given school will collect. After understanding
the rainfall and amount of roof space each school can use to collect the rainwater, a calcultation can be
made to accurately size a storage system. A calculation was set forth by John Gould, who wrote,
“Rainwater Harvesting for Domestic Supply”.
𝑆 = 𝑅 × 𝐴 × 𝐶𝑟
S = Mean rainwater supply in gallons (gal)
R = Mean annual rainfall in inches (in)
A = Catchment area in square feet (ft2)
Cr = Runoff Coefficient
The runoff coefficient Cr is a piece of data that very few people think about when it comes to
RWH design and its impact on collection efficiency. Cr is a factor that takes into account the material of
the roof and how the rainwater reacts to the surface. “It is the ratio of the volume of water which runs
off a surface to the volume of the rainfall which falls on the surface” (Gould, 2015). The 1998 Stockholm
Water Symposium, which lasted 3 days, was the first place that the standards were set for the “Runnoff
Coefficient”. The runoff coefficeints for clay tile (hand made), clay tile (machine made), cement shingles,
and corrugated iron are presented below in Table 1 (Zhu & Liu, 1998).
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝐶𝑟 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 (Gould, 2015)
Table 1. Runoff Coefficients for Different Roof Materials
Roof Catchment: Runoff Coefficient (Cr) (Zhu & Liu, 1998)
Clay Tiles (Machine
Clay Tiles (Hand
Cement
Corrugated
Made)
Made)
Tiles
Steele
0.30-0.41
0.24-0.34
0.62-0.71
0.80-0.85
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After the mean rainwater supply (S) is calculated, the storage tank can be sized. Geographic
location and precipitation patterns within that location play a large role when it comes to sizing the
storage tank. Because Tucson, Arizona averages 11.92 inches of precipitation in a year and most of it
occurs in the summer months, it is necessary to be prepared for a lot of rain in a short period of time, as
well as a long period of time with little to no rain. (U.S.ClimateData, 2018) Calculations for storage sizing
are clearly defined in “Rainwater Harvesting for Domestic Supply” by John Gould.
Along with the storage tank, there needs to be a system that filters the water and makes it safe
for people to come in contact with as well as to use it for edible plants. The quality of rainwater
collected on a roof is affected by both the rainwater quality itself as well as the roof condition and type
(Gikas & Tsihrintzis, 2012). The quality of the rain can be easily affected by the air quality and
atmosphere of any specific location. Industrial pollution in urban areas, fossil fuel combustion in vehicles
and buildings as well as agriculture emissions all play a role in changing air quality which then impacts
the quality of the rain water (Gikas & Tsihrintzis, 2012). Heavy metals can affect the harvested rainwater
quality when the roof or drains contain metal components (Förster, 1999). Heavy metals such as Zn, Mn,
Cu, and Fe have been detected in rooftop collected rainwater (Förster, 1999). Other solids, such as dust
and leaves affect the water quality, along with microorganisms, such as total coliforms, Escherichia coli,
fecal coliforms, salmonella spp., giardia lamblia ha e been detected in roof runoff water (Gikas &
Tsihrintzis, 2012).
One effective and inexpensive strategy to clean rainwater that has been collected by the roof
surface of a building is by using a “first flush” system. At the beginning of every rain, there is a certain
percentage of contaminants, mentioned above, on the roof surface. Being able to divert that first
quantity of contaminated rainwater away from the storage system, will result in cleaner water for
irrigation. The main rule of thumb when it comes to sizing the first flush system is to divert a minimum
of 10 gallons of the first rainfall for every 1,000 square feet of roof space (Angima, 2014). Other filtering
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systems, such as mesh screens with varying thickness can be used at the downspout before the water
enters the tank. After the water with large particles like dust, small twigs and animal feces has been
diverted to the first flush system, finer filters of activated carbon, micron filters and UV sterilization are
added to the system (Meier, 2016).
After the system is constructed and ready for rainwater harvesting, the water collected can then
be utilized to grow vegetables, fruits, and animals like chickens, which will soon become part of the
student’s everyday diet and help fight against the food desert issues. Every school is going to be
different when it comes to the amount of rainwater that can be collected, therefore they will all have
different amounts of healthy foods they can produce. One major factor that arises when it comes to the
idea of agriculture cultivation, is the amount of space each school would have to grow and raise these
products. This would also occur on an individual school basis, but what this report will do, is clearly
provide the data and equations of the maximum amount of healthy foods that can be produced form
each school’s rainwater supply. This estimate of food quantities can then be compared with land area of
a specific school and specific foods can be chosen based on needs. There is also the factor of student
population and how many people need to be fed every week. Some schools, because of their size, may
only be able to use these strategies as supplemental solutions to their diet that already exists. Other
schools have enough roof area and land to provide all of their students with sufficient healthy foods for
an entire year.
This is not the first time this idea has been studied. Many schools around the world have
implemented rainwater harvesting and agriculture production into their curriculum and have
successfully provided healthy foods to their students. One school in Tucson, which has done this quite
successfully, is Manzo Elementary. “Since the beginning of their Desert Biome Ecology Project in 1994,
the Manzo Elementary garden and ecology program has grown to include a sunken garden area along
with many raised garden beds through the campus, an aquaponics system, greenhouse, chicken flock,
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and rainwater harvesting system” (Englert, 2016). Manzo Elementary is an excellent case study, as about
93% of the student population are eligible for free or reduced prices for lunches (Englert, 2016).
“According to faculty and parents, Manzo families often rely on nearby fast food establishments for
many of their meals” (Englert, 2016). According to Englert, Manzo Elementary has implemented a
successful community food program called the “Manzo Market”. After every harvest from the gardens,
the produce is sold to community members at an affordable price. Any of the left overs are then given
to the students to bring home to their families (Englert, 2016). “Manzo Elementary is Garden-toCafeteria certified by the University of Arizona’s, College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension, which
sets ground rules that allow for food that is produced in their gardens to be served to the students in
the cafeteria”(Englert, 2016).
Because the food is produced in these school gardens, it is important that the entire process
follows strict health codes from start to finish. School health codes vary based on geographic location.
The College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at the University of Arizona has created a Cooperative
Extension program with a set of guidelines for food safety within school Garden-to-cafeteria programs
(Pastor, Schimke, & Eckles, 2013).
“School kitchens fall under the jurisdiction of the Arizona Food Code, which states
that kitchen facilities may only use foods from an “approved source.” The Arizona
Food Code leaves this definition up to the local health authority. In this instance, the
local health authority is considered the county health department. Prior to the
implementation of these guidelines, county health departments considered school
garden produce to be an unapproved source for use in kitchen facilities”(Pastor et al.,
2013).
These guidelines are necessary to follow to keep the students and faculty safe from contaminated
microorganisms in the soil and the irrigation water. Every school can follow the guidelines provided by
the guidelines set by the University of Arizona “Garden-to-Cafeteria” program. Specific information on
different filters needed to provide clean water for edible plants can be found here.
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Methodology
To fully understand the issue of food deserts in Tucson, Arizona and what schools were located
inside those food deserts, a detailed study was conducted using Arc GIS. By accumulating data of roof
surface area for each school within the food deserts of Tucson, an estimation of possible food
production was calculated. First, the food deserts of Tucson were located using USDA Food Access
Research Data based on 2010 Census Tract Information (Ploeg & Breneman, 2017). These food deserts
are classified from the 2010 Census Data that notes the zones of the population that are considered lowincome households and that live farther than 1 mile from any grocery stores in urban environments and
farther than 10 miles in rural environments.

Figure 2. Food Deserts in Tucson, AZ (USDA & 2010 Census Tract Data).

Next, a Choropleth map was made to illustrate the population density within each food desert.
The largest population included in the dark blue food deserts and the lowest population within the light
lavender colored food deserts. The population size data was also received from 2010 Census Tract. Each
food desert zone was made into a polygon in ARC GIS and then compared to its population size.
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Figure 3. Food Deserts Choropleth map based on population size.

The next step was to find the individual schools within the food deserts. All schools ranging from
primary ages to elementary, junior high and high school were selected in this process. Private and public
schools were included in this study, as every school can play a crucial role in providing healthy foods to
their students. The schools were located through City of Tucson “Schools ” GIS Data. All but one food
desert had at least one school located within its designated boundaries.
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Figure 4. Schools selection and distribution within food desert polygons.

The next step was to create the data for the potential rainwater harvesting surface area of each
school and their buildings on campus. Roof area of each school was estimated using the “World

Figure 5. Example of School Building Polygons within food
deserts.

Total Roof Area (TRA) (s.f.)

ROBINS K-8 SCHOOL
61750
ACADEMY OF MATH + …
27187.4
MORGAN MAXWELL K -8
53819.9
T U C S O N I N T E R N A T I O N A L … 8484
CHOLLA HIGH SCHOOL
231978.8
PIMA COUNTY DETENTION…
189583
CA RRILLO E LE ME NT A RY…
23708.5
PUEBLO GARDES K -8
39587.5
SOUTH SIDE COMMUNITY…
25838.66
CAVETT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
53337.7
UTTERBACK MIDDLE SCHOOL
142538
A C A D E MY O F T U C S O N…
22518
DIETZ K-8 SCHOOL
47120.3
L A P O L O M A A C A D E M Y…
48565.2
FORD ELEMENTARY
39719
PUEBLO HIGH
142469.5
ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST…
36046.3
ROSE K-8 SCHOOL
69714.5
PISTOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
73399.8
A CHILDS VIEW SCHOOL
18230.7
CHAPEL IN THE HILLS SCHOOL
17170.4
WHITE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
41102.2
LAWRENCE 3-8 SCHOOL
55121.5
HIAKI HIGH SCHOOL
11389.8
MALDONADO ELEMENTARY…
44582.5
MATH AND SCIENCE…
20669.73
SAN MIGUEL HIGH SCHOOL
44020.68
ELVIRA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
61863.4
CHALLENGER MIDDLE SCHOOL
89592
DREXEL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
54560.8
C H I L D R E N S S U C C E S S … 6602.64
SUNNYSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
237844.57
SIERRA 2-8 SCHOOL
129321
OCOTILLO LEARNING CENTER
50370.9
LOS AMIGOS ELEMENTARY…
64326.3
DESERT VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
194686
SUMMIT VIEW ELEMENTARY…
56863.3
WALDEN GROVE HIGH…
98537.7
S A H U A R I T A C H R I S T I A N … 2658.76
CAPE SCHOOL-DETENTION
59294.1
P I M A V O C A T I O N A L H I G H … 9739.67

TOTAL ROOF AREA FOR EACH SCHOOL (S.F.)
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Imagery” Base map in Arc GIS. Polygons were hand drawn over the potential water harvesting surfaces.

Classrooms, gymnasiums and maintenance facilities were all potential roof areas for collecting

rainwater. Arc GIS then gave exact square footage of each roof area based on the drawn polygon size in

relation to the base map dimensions.

TOTAL ROOF AREA (TRA) (S.F.)

SCHOOLS WITHIN FOOD DESERT ZONES

After understanding the total square footage of the school roof surfaces, the amount for annual

potential rainwater collection was then estimated using an equation. This equation is based on the

principal, that on average roof of 1,000 square feet will collect 623 gallons of water when 1 inch of rain

falls on the roof. For a more precise equation that includes the run off coefficient of roof materials, see

𝑆 = 𝑅 × 𝐴 × 𝐶𝑟 , in the Literature Review. The average annual rainfall collection for each school was

Annual Gallons Collected (AGC)

SCHOOL NAME
461643
ROBINS K-8 SCHOOL
203253.0024
ACADEMY OF MATH +…
402357.5724
MORGAN MAXWELL K-8
63426.384
T U C S O N I N T E R N A TI O NA L…
1734273.509
CHOLLA HIGH SCHOOL
1417322.508
P I M A C O U N T Y D E T E N T I O N…
177244.746
C A R R I L L O E L E M E N T A R Y…
295956.15
PUEBLO GARDES K -8
193169.8222
SOUTH SIDE COMMUNITY…
398752.6452
CA VE T T E LE ME NT A RY…
1065614.088
UTTERBACK MIDDLE SCHOOL
168344.568
ACADEMY OF TUCSON…
352271.3628
DIETZ K-8 SCHOOL
363073.4352
LA P OLOMA A CA D E MY…
296939.244
FORD ELEMENTARY
1065101.982
PUEBLO HIGH
269482.1388
ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST…
521185.602
ROSE K-8 SCHOOL
548736.9048
PISTOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
136292.7132
A CHILDS VIEW SCHOOL
128365.9104
CHAPEL IN THE HILLS …
307280.0472
WHITE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
412088.334
LAWRENCE 3-8 SCHOOL
85150.1448
HIAKI HIGH SCHOOL
333298.77
M A L D O N A D O E L E M E N T A R Y…
154526.9015
MATH AND SCIENCE…
329098.6037
SAN MIGUEL HIGH SCHOOL
462490.7784
E LVIRA E LE ME N T A RY…
669789.792
CHALLENGER MIDDLE…
407896.5408
D R E X E L E L E M E N T A R Y … 49361.33664
CHILDRENS SUCCESS…
1778126.005
SUNNYSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
966803.796
SIERRA 2-8 SCHOOL
376572.8484
OCOTILLO LEARNING CENTER
480903.4188
LOS AMIGOS ELEMENTARY…
1455472.536
DESERT VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
425110.0308
SUMMIT VIEW…
736667.8452
W A L D E N G R O V E H I G H … 19876.88976
SAHUARITA CHRISTIAN…
443282.6916
CAPE SCHOOL-DETENTION
72813.77292

ANNUAL GALLONS OF WATER COLLECTED
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then calculated using this equation; Roof Area (RA) (ft2) X Annual Precipitation (AP) (in.) X 0.623 =

Annual Gallons Collected (AGC). 𝑹𝑨 × 𝑨𝑷 × 𝟎. 𝟔𝟐𝟑 = 𝑨𝑮𝑪.
This equation was then applied to every school and the roof area they had available for

rainwater collection and then plotted in Figure 7.

ANNUAL GALLONS COLLECTED (AGC)

SCHOOLS IN FOOD DESERT ZONE

The AGC data was then added to the Arc GIS map and given a color code. Green signifying the

highest amount of potential rainwater collection and red signifying the lowest.
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Figure 8. Annual Gallons Collected Map
Finally, the amount of healthy foods that could be produced from the AGC of each school was
calculated. Ten different foods were chosen. These foods are all easily grown and raised in a small farm
or garden environment. All of them together provide a well-balanced diet for the students in each of the
schools. Annual Food Production for each one of these types of foods was then generated through the
Annual Food Production (AFP) calculation.

𝐴𝐹𝑃 =

1𝑙𝑏𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑
𝐴𝐺𝐶
×
1 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛 365 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠

Data & Results
The amount of AGC that was recorded for each school was an estimation based on an average
rainfall of about 12 inches a year in Tucson Arizona from 1961-1990 (U.S.ClimateData, 2018). It was then
incorporated into the AFD equation. The amount of water it took to produce each food product was
determined by their “Water Footprint” which is the amount of water it takes to produce 1 lb. of a
specific food. (Hoekstra, 2015) Below is the Water Footprint data for each of the ten foods of choice.
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Water Footprint (Hoekstra, 2015)
1. Lettuce = 15 gal/lb.

6. Peaches = 142 gal/lb.

2. Tomatoes = 22 gal/lb.

7. Apples = 83 gal/lb.

3. Potatoes = 30 gal/lb.

8. Wheat Bread = 154/lb.

4. Corn = 107 gal/lb.

9. Eggs = 573 gal/lb.

5. Oranges = 55 gal/lb.

10. Chicken = 815 gal/lb.
11. Oranges = 55 gal/lb.

A quick Garden Planting Schedule for Tucson Arizona, is an easy and efficient way to make the
decision of what to plant and when for individual schools. Here, the foods listed above all have
preferred growing months and are clearly defined, providing the schools with healthy food options for
the entire year. This is when the individual schools would then choose what foods and plants they want
to grow and when. Based on that decision the next step is to add the specific Water Footprint to the AFP
equation to figure out how much food can be produced from a specific AGC. Dividing this number by the
student population can give you a clear image on how much food would be available per student.
𝐴𝐹𝑃
= 𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
The AFD was calculated for every school and for every one of the ten food selections. These
calculations were done individually. Each food was calculated with the entire annual AGC. Providing data
on how much of each food could be grown in an entire year if all of the AGC was used to irrigate one of
the foods.
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Figure 9-16. Potential Food Production Graphs

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 1
Tomatoes (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

ROBINS K-8 SCHOOL ACADEMY OF MATH MORGAN MAXWELL
+ SCIENCE
K-8

TUCSON
INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMY

12213
20894
11261
3026
2127

31532
16208
4228
2883
2114
592
1153
446
764
411
110
77

26823
18288
13411
3760
7315
2833
4847
2612
702
493

13550
9238
6775
1899
3695
1431
2448
1319
354
249

4314
8393
3251
5561
2997
805
566

30776
20983
15388

57809

78830

115618

Lettuce (lbs/year)

CHOLLA HIGH
SCHOOL
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Lettuce (lbs/year)

Tomatoes (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

PUEBLO GARDES K -8

26583
18125
13291
3726
7250
2808
4804
2589
695
489

CARRILLO
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

12877
8780
6438
1805
3512
1360
2327
1254
337
237

PIMA COUNTY
D E T E N T ION
COMPLEX

19730
13452
9865
2765
5381
2084
3565
1921
516
363

11816
8056
5908
1656
3222
1248
2135
1150
309
217

13246
25769
9981
17076
9203
2473
1739

47244

64423

94488

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 2

SOUTH SIDE
COMMUNITY
SCHOOL

CAVETT
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

11222
7652
5611
1573
3060
1185
2028
1093
293
206

9959
19374
7504
12838
6919
1859
1307
UTTERBACK MIDDLE
SCHOOL

ACADEMY OF
TUCSON MIDDLE
SCHOOL

DIETZ K-8 SCHOOL

19795
13497
9897
2775
5398
2091
3577
1928
518
364

Potatoes (lbs/year)

24204
16503
12102
3393
6601
2556
4374
2357
633
445

Tomatoes (lbs/year)

23484
16012
11742
3292
6404
2480
4244
2287
614
432

Lettuce (lbs/year)

48437
35520

71040

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 3

LA POLOMA
FORD ELEMENTARY
ACADEMY LAKESIDE
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Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

ST. JOHN THE
EVANGELIST
SCHOOL

ROSE K-8 SCHOOL

5128
9977
3864
6611
3563
957
673

4870
9476
3670
6279
3384
909
639

17965
12249
8982
2518
4899
1897
3246
1749
470
330

9954
19365
7500
12832
6916
1858
1306
PUEBLO HIGH

PISTOR MIDDLE
SCHOOL

9086
6195
4543
1273
2478
959
1642
885
237
167

Potatoes (lbs/year)

36582
24942
18291

Tomatoes (lbs/year)

34745
23690
17372

Lettuce (lbs/year)

48413
35503

71006

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 4

A CHILDS VIEW
SCHOOL

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 5
Tomatoes (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

CHAPEL IN THE
HILLS SCHOOL

WHITE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

22219

LAWRENCE 3-8
SCHOOL

HIAKI HIGH SCHOOL

3114
6059
2347
4015
2164
581
408

5676
3870
2838
795
1548
599
1025
552
148
104

3851
7492
2902
4964
2675
719
505

13736

15149
11109

18731
2871
5586
2163
3702
1995
536
377

13967
10242

8557
5834
4278
1199
2333
903
1546
833
224
157

20485

27472

Lettuce (lbs/year)

MALDONADO
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
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POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 6
Tomatoes (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Eggs (lbs/year)

Chicken (lbs/year)

SAN MIGUEL HIGH
SCHOOL

CHALLENGER
MIDDLE SCHOOL

3812
7416
2872
4914
2648
711
500

4716
8069
4349
1168
821

12177

18540
13596

22326

27193

30444

ELVIRA ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

6259

3075
5983
2317
3965
2137
574
403

4322
8408
3256
5572
3003
807
567

14959
10969

10301
7023
5150
1444
2809
1088
1861
1003
269
189
MATH AND SCIENCE
SUCCESS ACADEMY

21022
15416

21939

30832

44652

Lettuce (lbs/year)

D RE X E L E LE ME N TARY
SCHOOL

POTENTIAL FOOD PRODUCTION BASED ON
ANNUAL WATER COLLECTION 7
Tomatoes (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)

Corn (lbs/year)

Oranges (lbs/year)

Peaches (lbs/year)

Apples (lbs/year)

Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

118541

Lettuce (lbs/year)

SUNNYSIDE HIGH
SCHOOL

SIERRA 2-8 SCHOOL OCOTILLO LEARNING
CENTER

32060
21859
16030
4494
8743
3386
5794
3122
839
590

25104
17116
12552
3519
6846
2651
4537
2445
657
462

9035
17578
6808
11648
6277
1687
1186

43945
32226

59270
16618
32329
12522
21423
11546
3103
2181

3290
2243
1645
461
897
347
594
320
86
60
CHILDRENS SUCCESS
ACADEMY

64453

Chicken (lbs/year)

80823

Eggs (lbs/year)

LOS AMIGOS
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

Blue Design
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Potential Food Production Based On Annual Water
Collection 8
Tomatoes (lbs/year)
Oranges (lbs/year)
Wheat Bread (lbs/year)

Potatoes (lbs/year)
Peaches (lbs/year)
Eggs (lbs/year)

29552

DESERT VIEW HIGH
SUMMIT VIEW
WALDEN GROVE HIGH
SAHUARITA
SCHOOL
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SCHOOL
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

CAPE SCHOOLDETENTION

4854
3309
2427
680
1323
512
877
472
127
89

4142
8059
3121
5340
2878
773
543

20149
14776
1325
903
662
185
361
139
239
129
34
24

6884
13393
5187
8875
4783
1285
903

3972
7729
2993
5121
2760
741
521

24555

28340
2540
1785

19323
14170

26463
10249
17535
9451

13602

33484

48515

49111

66157

97031

Lettuce (lbs/year)
Corn (lbs/year)
Apples (lbs/year)
Chicken (lbs/year)

PIMA VOCATIONAL
HIGH SCHOOL-KINO
SITE

This AFP data estimates the totals for each food and therefore leaves it up to the individual
school to choose what foods to produce as well as when and how much they need to produce based on
the number of students enrolled in the school. With schools that have small catchment surface areas
and may not be able to provide sufficient amounts of food to every student, healthy foods can be
provided to the low-income families to then supplement their daily diets.
Percentages of low-income families are present within almost every school in Tucson Arizona.
Maldonado Elementary School is a fantastic example of this and gives insight into just how many
students are affected by low-incomes and low-access to healthy foods. Maldonado Elementary School
has a student population of 339 students and 86% of those students are considered to be “low-income”

Blue Design
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(NCES, 2015). The demographics include, 81% Hispanic, 10% American Indian/Alaska Native, 7% White,
2% Black and other (NCES, 2015). This school being very diverse and having such a large population of
low-income students, can be positively impacted by an on-campus garden that is cultivated by the
students and faculty and watered by onsite rainwater collection. Maldonado Elementary School was
used as an example to apply the precise equations of rainwater harvesting and annual food production.
𝑆 = 𝑅 × 𝐴 × 𝐶𝑟
𝑅 =12in; 𝐴 =44,582.5 ft2; 𝐶𝑟 =0.62
(12in) X (44,582.5ft2) X (0.62) = 333,298.77 gal
𝑺 = 333,298.77 gal
The value of 𝑺 was then implemented into the Annual Food Production (AFP) equation. The values of
the AFP equation can be seen in the graph below.

Figure 17. Potential Food Production for Maldonado Elementary School

These numbers were then compared to Maldonado student population and a number of pounds
of food per student was generated. For example, there is the possibility to provide 339 students with
65.5 lbs. of lettuce for one year, based on the data above. This simple calculation can be completed for
every other food presented in the graph above using the Annual Food Per Student Equation, and then
specific foods can be cultivated based on the need of the school and the specific growing season.
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Conclusion:
Because of the lack of economic incentives within these low-income food deserts, there is
unlikely going to be new grocery store development in these areas in the near future. With obesity still
on the rise in the United States, it is imperative that a solution be found for the lack of healthy foods
available to these families. Schools can become part of that solution in actively providing healthy foods
to their students by cultivating them on campus. Healthy foods take large amounts of water in order to
grow. In places like Tucson Arizona, water is rare commodity. Because of this, the source of the water to
grow these foods needs to be sustainable. The results above suggest that a majority of the schools
located within the food deserts of Tucson, have enough catchment area on the roof surfaces to collect
ample amounts of rainwater that can then be used to at least supplement the students every day diet
with healthy foods. The outcome of applying these blue design principles, is less ground water depletion
within the Tucson water basin as well as providing access to healthier foods to low income families.
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